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1. They discharge their functions of
Qazi without observing pardah which
is a clear violation of the Injunctions
of Islam.
2. During the period of the Holy Prophet
and his rightful companions the duties
of Qaza were never entrusted to females
since it appears to be a violation of
the Injunctions of Islam.
3. According to Mus lim Law the evidence,
of a woman is half of that of a man
and her share in the inheritance is
equal to half of that of her brother.
The judgment of two ladies only can be
equivalent to that of a male .
4. The ladies do not fulfil the qualification
of Qazi according to the established
principles of Muhammadan Jurisprudence.

to give a hearing besides the Attorney General of
Pakistan to all those who wished to be heard. The
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can be inferred"

not valid, unless he possessesthe qualifications necessary
for a witness. Hedaya (Hamilton's) P.334. This opinion

which in his Fiq~

not admit of evidence of women.

According to Imam Jareer AI-Tabri she can be appointed
;.
as Qazi in all matters. Hedaya by Hamilton P.334, Sharh
K

~

Waqaya P.62, Durrul M~htar, Vol.III, P.2Jj, Jurisprudence
f

by Abdul Rahim, P.389, Administration of Justice by
Alhaj Mohammadullah S.Jung, P.9, Islam Ka Nizam-i-Adal
by Mahmud bin Mohammad, P.169, Ehkam ul Sultania by
Mawardi (Urdu) P.117, Philosophy of Jurisprudence by
Subh Mahmasani, P.180. According to 'Kitabul Qaza' in
r'I

Fat,h-ul-Bari, Vol. 13,P. 56, some of the Maliakees also
favour the opinion of Ibne Jareer. See also Mohalla by
Ibn-e-Hazam, Vol.7, P.430. Ibne Hazam also supports

of the state and Hazrat Umar had appointed a lady as the
Inspectress

((j.JJi~l9')

of the market (Ibid). Ibn...
e- -

submitted that according to a tradition correctness ·of
I

which is undisputed the holy Prophet said:

,

t~;J~').J(.J&if

(There will be no blessings or prosperity for a nation
which is ruled by a woman). He further relied upon the

?L.>JJjJ-CJ;fJJ'k!'("

,

which, as will

suzerainty of men over the women and by some in
favour of a man being only a provider for woman.
Some traditions were also quoted to which reference
will be made at the proper stage. He further quoted
the verses from which he inferred Injunctions about
the seclusion of women and their appearance in
public only with their faces veiled.
6.

The learned Attorney General first made

it: clear that he was not presenting the r,ovemment's

case

as such but was appearing only for the assistance of
the Court in this controversial matter. He referred
to the views given by the Counci 1 of Islamic Ideology
on a query by the Government about the legality of
appointment of woman as Qazi. The Council said in
its reply that a lady can be appointed a Qazi
in all family matters subject to her being over
40 years of age and subject to the condition of
observance of purdah. He cited a quotation from
"Islami Hizam-i-Adalat" by Dr. Tanzilur Rehman,
(now Chairman of the Islamic IdeolmeY Council)
page 41, which refers to the opinion of Imam Abu
Hanifa in regard to the legality of appointment
of a female Qazi in all matters in which her evidence
is admissible with which the author agreed. He also
referred to the opinion of Ibne Jarir who does not
impose any restriction of admissibility of evidence
and is

of the view that a woman can be appointed a

Qazi in all matters. As regards the opinion to the
contrary held by Shafies, Hanblies and som~ Malikies
he submitted that this view is based upon the above
tradition in which the Holy Prophet condemned the
appointment of a female ruler. But he argued that
the tradition pertained to the then ruler of Iran and
did not lay down the law that the women are disqualified from being elected or appointed rulers.

7.

In this connection the learned Attorney

General referred to "Mawahibur Rehmania" and the

opinions of distinguished scholars like Maulana
Ashraf Ali Thanvi and Syed Sulaiman Nadvi.

last point the Hanafi view was much more liberal.
He also cited a ,. phrase written by Syed Suleman Nadvi
,

in his book " jJ/...~"

page 292 that whenever the

Hazrat Aisha. He said that the use of the word

" LJI·"".
.
..
~
~s ~mportant
s~nce
~t wou ld sh ow th'e~r

by Maulana Maudoodi in which he expressed his opinion
that the rule of purdah could be relaxed in some
cases. He read ext ens ively from the "The Introduct ion

reason why they should not collaborate with men to
earn their livelihood and to develop their talents.
10.

Mr. Anwar Hussain Qadri referred mostly

to verses from the Holy Quran and particularly

"

~J~~

.JL~
!?"(;J

'

Y

if8'~F,j~;

"
.....
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(and if ye judge between mankind, then ye judge
justly). He submitted that this verse is general

men and women and proves the legality of appointment
of members of that sex as Qazis. He also submitted

and the defendant both males signified their assent
to this prmcedure. He argued that the phrase

" "l.:11t.P0j,jJtiJIII

was used in the Holy Quran in

order to lay stress upon 'the responsibility

of a male

question of purdah is not relevant since there is
no law, custom or usage enforcffibleby law in regard
to it. However, in passing, it may be stated that
according to Imam Abu Hanifa, Imam Halik, Imam Shaf;:ili
and Imam Ahmad bin Hanbal, the face and hands of a

from Atta, Hazrat Aisha in addition to face and
hands also exempted feet from being covered. (Tafseer-

13.

There is
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lady of the tribe
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14.

Ibn Qat~n inferred
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15.

The only question

is

the

it

be no apprehension

legitimacy

woman to veil

is not prohibited

of mischief

which remains

of appointment

or
to

by enchant-

to be considered·

of a woman Qazi according

subordinate
to men. In some of the commentaries the
....
,;
('1awwam)
word"
( tJ" Lis used in the sense of a ruler or master
rJ
.1 ,~
or a person having an authority,
for example ,,(,:),9)\V.J~"
(Naarufvk '{uran)
. -, ~
(n,ooh ul Maani)
Lby Mufti MohammadShafi.
In "d\.:J.'~'1 by Aloosi Vol. V
page 21 the position

of man is

of

-; \1'! '

J I

"~/~.»j'"
" t>...o
'"

i.e.

$ '"~ '

py

"

"

(soverign
power) in respect
of women is also used in
, . \\ .~.... (Tafs eerul Hanar)
" ....J\,jJ..~,
"L Haulana Fateh Muhammadof Julmdhar
translated

the

said

verse

in the same meaning (

i. e.

they

are rulers

~()J:'~";

/'

c.1(~--,\)

and have abs olute

s overei;mty

over them.

~

17.

In other commentaries, however, the word "
('1awwam)
.Lis interpreted
as a guardian or head of the family.

\',1"

(See Tadabbttr:-ul Quran by Maulana Amin Ahsan Islahi).
Maulana Abul Kalam Azad translated

I

the word as ,,~~Uy~,

/

that he has used the word

"

~~!
/"

(ruler) in the sense

of the head of the family or a person who
manages the
,
affairs of the family. The word

"3y/""""

(Sarbarah) is

I

(&!/~)

is the act of providing supplies. It is in this

The Quran has improved this status. For proper appreciation of this view it is necessary to refer to the various

'~omen should keep quiet in Church. They
must take a subordinate place. If they
want to find out anything they should
ask their husbands at home; for it is
disgraceful for a woman to speak in
church
Man was not made
from woman, but woman from man; and man was
not created for woman, but woman for man.
That is why she ought to wear upon her head
something to symbolize her subjection. "
(See1 Corintheans 11:3-16)

their heads being shaved.
"If a woman does not wear a veil, let
her hair be cut; but if it is disgraceful
for a woman to have her hair cut off or
her head shaved, then let her wear a vei 1."
(1 Corintheans 11:6)
This was the Judaic and Greek view of woman (story of
civilization by Will Durant, Vol.III, P.597). In ancient

(with concubinage) though not to foreigners. He might
cause a prodigal son to be stoned to death or a prodigal
daughter to be burnt alive (Ibid P.728).

Talmud as in Eighteenth century England; their earnings
and the income from their properties belonged to their

promulgated in 1882. As late as the 18th century Sir
William Blackstone published his influential commentaries
on the laws of England in which he reaffirmed the legal
inferiority of women. He held that women had no legal

in law, and that person was their husband. (New Standard
Encyclopaedia on 'Women's RightJ), section 37 of the L~J

acquiring holding and disposing of property and of
rendering herself and being rendered liable in respect
of any tort, Contract or debt or obligation (S.l~ It

belong to her or devolve upon her after this Act shall
belong to her and may be disposed of by her as if she
were a feme sole.
22.

Among the Greeks the women were left in complete

seclusion. She was expected to stay at home, and not
allow herself to be seen at a window. Most of her l~fe
was spent in the women's quarters at the rear of the
house; no male visitor was ever admitted there nor
did she appear when men visited her husband. She could
visit her relatives if properly veiled and attended.
"The name of a decent woman, like her person, should be
shut up in the house" said Plutarch. (Story of civilization by Will Durant, Vol.II, P.30S. See also Encyclopaedia of Religion an
23.

Ethics Vol.5, P.735).

In Roman Law a woman was considered legal minor

under perpetual tutelage of father and husband. (Patria
Potestas)
24.

The condition of women among the Hindus is well

known to persons residing in the sub-continent. Her
position was no better than that of a slave and she had
to be Sati (die by burning) on the cremation of her
husband.
25.

In Japan after the coming of Confucian and Buddhist

teachings woman's duty became that of obedience to her
father, her husband & her son; when married her property
became the possession of her new family. (Encyclopaedia
of Ethics & Religion Vol.S, P.740).
26.

Thus generally the women were not considered

economic individual. On the other hand if they had
property or earned wages or were made to earn wages, their
income was spent only to provide economic relief to their
husband. Their position was of subjugated individuals.
27.

Is lam on the other hand n laced woman and man

both on the same footing in economic independence,
property rights and legal process. She might follow
any legitimate profession, keep her earnings, inherit

d'~~
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The root word of "q.:a'ii7':.v,am" in Arabic is

/ 9'

(0 mvwma)

1/ ".{The words

"

~u
h"

() 1./

"

(y"

(Qawama ala) means to

provide someone's needs, to support someone
or furnish
1"'"
,., ..••
someone with the means of subsistence. JJ(g(~awwama

ala)

It is for this reason that ~ Abdullah Yousaf Ali has
"'-.

trans lated the word

" ('--"" as meaning protector.

Jaweesh says Al Islam Deen ul Fitrata Wal Hurriya, P.98
that the superiority if any is not for any natural

only on account of the liability to maintain. It must
follow that one who does not maintian his wife should,
not be Qawwam. And this is exact ly what is said in AlBahr ul Moheet by Abu Hayyan Undt2usiwith reference to

the concept bf his having full dominion over her life
and property both will have to be imported which can not
be in accordance with the Quranic injunctions in which
the life ~nd property of all including that of women
is sacrosanct. On the other hand Shariah provides that
even if the woman is wealthy enough 'or wealthier than her
~

CJ}~
--....)

husband, the latter is under an obligation to provide
for her maintenance keeping in view his own means as
well as the status of woman in the society. The excellence
of one over the other is in relation to the physical
strength and the wi 11 and determination to fight and to

';.9~.:':
~tP'.....;z- .~~
,

protect

f.

I

~:

''Because Allah has'-given the one

more (st renvth) than the other" connotes this exce llence

They are for such reasons in a better position to safeguard the interest of women.

respons ib1e for his charp.;e; a woman is the guardian
of her husband's horne and of his children and is
responsible for them; and the slave of a man is a
guardian of his master's property and is responsible
for it. Everyone

of you is a guardian and responsible

for his charges (Bukhari).

to

cJ ~"means

protector,

c.t.J" which
/

is the root word of

"f::., IJ"

and

J

" ~"

I

means to

graze, to tend, to take care of, to guard, to protect.

" i/'.J"

means shepherd, herdsman, guardian, keeper,
I'"

protector. " ~/"

.-

in that sense carries the meaning

of 'herd' or 'flock'. The functions of a shepherd are
~~\,

14

.

tmdertake the respons ibility of a provider, secondly to
protect it from the attacks of wild animals which gives
it a sense of protector and thirdly to see that a member
of the flock does not stray from the path. In that case
he can also exercise his authority of retribution. Pri-

the members of the flock from straying. It is only as
a last resort that he may give them a slight beating.
34.

The meaning of the verse w1iich may now be

reproduced fully from Abdullah Yousaf Ali's commentary
on the Quran will bear out this sense of a shepherd and
it appear that a part of this Radith is really a commen-

"Men are the protectors
And maintainers of women,
Because Allah has given
The one more (strength)
Than the other, and because
They support them
from their means.
Therefore the righteous women
Are devoutly obedient, and guard
In (the husband's) absence
Hhat Allah would have them guard. "
It also appear from Radith that the mantle of
shepherdhood is not for the male only; a female also

cultivate)". This verse has been generally interpreted
to be against the commission of an un-natural sexual

treatment should be of a farmer handling and managing
his land as lovingly as possible and looking after it

"It is a common desire on the part
of a tiller of the soil that he should
obtain the best crop from his land, and
for this purpose to plough at the right
time, to water it and to give man un;;to it
according to need, and see that it remains
protected from seasonal calamity and the depredaU.Tn
of beasts of prey, grazing animals,
birds, enemies and thieves. When he looks
towards it, he will be gratified and pleased
by its verdure, and freshness and when the
time comes, he may reap excessive crop."
36.

The sirriile
is very apt and is suggest ive of the

loving treatment to which a wife is entitled.

extreme discipline. It is to advance this object that
the holy Prophet advised that even during a journey the

chief i.e. a person who may look after their collective
interest for so long as they travel together. In this

felt for appointment of someone as the head of the
family. This duty could naturally be assigned to one
who undertakes the additional duty to maintain his wife
and children, to look after the latter's training and

P1

discharged by a male. Alternative arragnement has

been made for the mother to act as second-in-command

of "Qawwam" therefore being that of a protector, a
manager, or maintainer, the position does not give

9..:..9:71"
"And the believers, men
and women, are protecting
friends one of another; they
enjoin the right and forbid the
wrong, and they establish worship and they pay the poordue, and they obey Allah and
His messenger. As for these
Allah will have mercy on them.
Lo! Allahis Mighty, 1;>Jis
e."

enjoining the right and forbidding the wrong. Even
in the story of Adam and Eve Quran does not paint

enchanting influence of the other (Gen.3:l-6).
According to the story in Genesis the woman first yields

And their Lord called them .....They sued:Our Lord!
"

and their reward and punishment are equal. In some inj

unct ions the man and woman both are addressed. Such

injunctions may be regarding the duties or they may,
be regarding reward or punishment.
"Lo! men who surrender unto Allah,
and women who surrender, and men who
believe, and women who believe, and
men who obey and women who obey,
and men who speak the truth and women who
speak the truth, and men who persevere
(in righteousness) and women who perservere,
and men who are humble, and women who are
humb Ie, and men who give alms and women
who give alms, and men who fast and women
who fast, and men who guard their modesty
and women who guard (their modesty), and
men who remember Allah much and women
who remember - Allah hath prepared for
them forgiveness and a vast reward."
"So Allah punisheth hypocritical
men and hypocritical women, and
idolatrous men and idolatrous
women. But Allah pardoneth believing
men and believing women, and Allah
is Forgiving, Merciful."

"And thos e who earn
ill deeds, (for them) requital
of each ill deed by the like
thereof; and ignominy overtaketh them - They have no
protector from Allah - as if
their faces had been covered
with a cloak of darkest night.
Such are rightful owners of
the Fire; they will abide therein~'
Q.18:88.
"But as for him who
believeth and doth right,

good will be his reward, and
we shall speak unto him a
mi ld command~'

Q.56:24.

"Reward for what they
used to do."
such
There are a large number oflinjunctions but only a few
of them have been cited for the sake of illustration.

between men and women. In Q.3:195
•.

stated

~'

I

.,.

J'/...,,'

"O!"'#! V~

" meaning

and Q.4:25

it is

"Ye proceed one

wife of Pharaoh who brought up Moses, Mary mother of
Jesus, Hazrat Khadij a ,Hazrat Aisha and Hazrat Fatima

who believed in the mission of the holy Prophet was a
woman i.e. Hazrat Khadija. She believed and acknowledged

the holy Prophet heard something that grieved him
touching his rejection by people, she reassured and

Khadij a is clear from the Hadith reported by Hazrat
Aisha. He said:
"She believed in me when I was rejected,
\vhen they called me a liar she proclaimed me
of truthful, when I was poor she shared with
me her wealth and Allah granted me her
children though with-holding of others
(Ibid, Pages 18-19)."
This Hadith reflects the feeling of love, respect
and friendship whiCh was mutual between the ideal
husband and the ideal wife.
43.

That the holy Prophet also helped his wife (in

domestic work) is proved by another Hadith. Hazrat Aisha

she answered he helped his wife (Ibid P.21)
44.

From these traditions it appears that the husband

and wife are like the two whee ls of the same chariot and
_._.19 .....

"All people are equal as equal as the teeth
of a comb. There is no claim of merit of
an Arab over a non-Arab or of white over
a black person only God fearing people
merit a preference wi th God. "

is "The noblest of you in the sigh of Allah is the best in
conduct. "(Q. 49 :13)
/'

46.

In addition to the above prece,pts there are injunc-

tions to show kindness and politeness to the parents and to
lower unto them the wing of submission through mercy (Q.17:
23,24) and to show courtesy and kindenss to the women even
at the time of divorce (Q.65:6;Q.2:229). The result to be

to his family and self conceited' Ihya ul Uloom Book II,P.38
(translation by Maulana Fazal Karim) .It is not possible
to infer any prohibition
48.

from verse Q.4:34 about Qawwam.

The next point is whether the Hadith "

~YI(5-'1);(.1
lJ'

{;iJ

II

is ruled by a woman) disqualifies women from appointment as Qazis. It is on account of this Hadis that

State will be a Muslim male. This point was re-examined
during the course of compaigne for the Presidential
Elections of 1964 in which Miss Fatima Jinnah was nominated by the opposition parties to fight the election
to the office of the President of Pakistan av,ainst
...

, .. 20 .....

the view as about a woman being qualified for the office
of the Head of the State was changed on the basis of
opinions of two of the most renowned Ulema of the 20th

Thanvi and Allama Syed Sulaiman Nadvi. The

J amait-e-

Islamia Pakistan endorsed this view after retracting
its earlier stand on the matter which was reflected

his earlier view. In technical parlance this is known
as the doctrine of ' t/..1/
49.

,

(Raju or retreat).

Maulana Ashraf Ali Thanvi expressed this opinion

in answer to a query whether the women rulers of (Indian)
or
States were included inlhit by this tradition. He said
in reply that the governments are of three types. One

despotic rule and general in the sense that the govern~d
should not consist of a small'body. The second kind is

despotic. The example of the seoond is of a woman who is
absolute sovereign of a small body of persons. The
third may be illustrated with reference to a popular
Republican Government in which the defacto and dejure

the consultative body and the government is composed
of a body of advisers or consultants. It appears from
the Hadith that it was meant for the first kind
(despotic rule). These words were uttered by the
holy Prophet in relation to the elevation of Chosroe's

though the selection is by the whole nation but there is
no absolutism in authority and all acts are performed
by advice and consultation.
50.

In this connection reference was made to Bilqees

of Saba in the Quran in which there is a verse
,? '_:'; ~ "'~
~,
.•:0',
(I decideno case till you are presentwith
" l:J-b-6- (fP VJ~ L;~ u "1 (Q. 27:32) from which it appears ~)

the appointment of a woman as such a Head of State and
CVt~

States with such Governments~free

from the taint of

deficiency pointed out in the Hadees (Imdad ul Fatawa,

51.

A similar opinion was given by Syed Sulaiman Nadvi

..

in his book

:'IV"'J~

"~9,;;

"page

137. Maulana Zafar Ahmad

Usmani is of the vie~ as stated in his book

State. It is by way of

" ..'~ji,U..T \ "

cr-

"Istehsan" that this view is

given which means that generaily it may not be advisable

52.

Maulana Umar Ahmad Usmani in his book "Fiqhul

Quran", Vol.III, Pp.286-287 has expressed some doubts
about the authenticity of this "Ahad" (isolated) tradition

ground that it was reported by Hazrat Abi Bakra at
.;

the time of War of Camels (~~)

which was being fought

under the leadership and command of Hazrat Aisha. This
Hadith was described by Hazrat Abu Bakra in an interne-

Hazrat Aisha. No companion of the Prophet of Allah
disclaimed allegiance to Hazrat Aisha on this ground.

but none of them applied this Hadith to the leadership
of Hazrat Aisah (Ela ul Sunnan, Vol. XV, P. 28)
53.

This difference of opinions on the question of

appointment of woman as the Head of a State or as Qazi

Fathul Bari, Vol. VIII, Page 128 (printed by Darul Fikr,
Beirut)

(Chapter regarding "Letter of the holy Pr:ophet

has been made between Imamate Kubra (Headship of the
State) and Qaaa (judgeship). He says that though the
jurists have made the maleness

of sex as a condition pre-

cedent for legitimacy in headship of the state, it is
not a condition precedent.So

for judgeship. This is ,however

r,.,u 1(:/(;)/

" (to es cape from sin)

Shifa Binte Abdullah as an Inspectress

of Markets. Jhis

fact as well as her biography is given in "r.'~'yUt1\...P.JJ'"
(Alisaba fi Tamizc..ILs"bba)
~y Ibne Hajr Asqalacti, Vol. IV, P.333, Mohalla by Ibn
. -:.J'
(Elaul Sunan)
Hazam, Vol.VI, P.429 "cv-';1.s, "{Vol. XV, B.27 by Maulana
:..r c::..>"
(Seerat- e-Aisha)
Zafar Ahmad Usmani, and ",;,l>?
"/]Jy Syed Sulaiman
Nadvi, P.126. It may be stated that Ibne Arabi does not

~

~~~

_1.

55.

the State by women without any objection by the Ulema of
that age. The oldest example is of the mother of Muqtada!T·
Billah ~vho presided at the High Court of Appeal (History
of Sar acens by Amir Ali, P. 455, "Tarikhul Khulafa" by
Sayooti, P.381). From this later book it appears that

in Medieval India by M.B. Ahmad, P. 94) The name of Shaj arutul-Durr is frequently mentioned in this connection by

"In every epoch of Is lamic history,
including the time of the Prophet,
one sees Muslim women engaged in every
profession that suited them. They
worked as nurses, teachers, and even as
combatants by the side of men when
necessary, in addition to being singers,
hair-dressers, cooks, etc. Caliph Umar
employed a lady, Shifa bint Abdullah
as inspector in the market at the
capital (Madinah) as Ibne Haj ar (Isabah)
records. The same lady had taught Hafsah,
wife of the Prophet, how to write and
read. The jurists admit the possibility
of women being appointed as judges of
tribunals, and there are several examples
of the kind. In brief, far from becoming
a parasite, a woman could collaborate
with men in Muslim society to earn her
livelihood and to develop her."
57.

There is a Hadith from Buraida that two categories

in hell who does not strive at finding out the truth

err if cJ wic.YuV

) (Ela ul Sunnan, Vol. 15,P .25)
.~,
(Almuntaqa)
Imam Ibne T aimia argued in " LF
"/that the

appointment

\~~\~\

,--~)

'-...•... _-.~."--'

of a woman as Qazi is not correct since the
24

.

word

"~,,

(men) has been used in relation to the

Unless there be some repugnante in the context, the male
,.~, ,(Elaul Sunan)
wi 11 include the female also (~AV\llol.
XV, P.26) .
59.

Abu Bakr bin Tayyab Shafai opposed the view of

Imam Abu Hanifa and Imam Ibne Jarir on the ground that

look to her and to listen to what she says and it will
also not be right for her to appear amongst men without
pardah or to look towards them.

what is merely allowed and what ought to be done (See
Ela ul Sunnan, Vol.XV, P.28). According to him Imam
Abu Hanifa has only given an opinion that judgeship of

should be so appointed. He gives an example that if on
account of

"

- /0'
tV;..." .

•..
~~"

(her awe inspiring magnificance)

she decides sorredispute, her judgeship will be unobj ectionable.
61.

This distinction appears to be without any

distinction.

In the absence of any prohibition the

irrespective of any other consideration. The verdict
~~~

....

25 ....

of legality

would

furnish >sufficient

appointment

of a woman

that Imam Abu Hanifa

is not permissible
litigants

as Qazi.

either

on" his part

anything

to the case. The litigants

hand

Provisions
Pakistan

with

Penal

powers

even interruption

Tayyab

Shafie

of the holy
are directed

Prophet

Quran

, in Court

~~<1~

of Court

not to speak

insult

a woman

the voice

the wives
softly

This may be the case when
as a witness.

Kazi

is

of a woman

to the Injunctions
of the holy Prophet

and politely

looking

Zafar

to the Court or

to go out of her house whenever
about

(See the

is stated by Maulana

is contrary

in which

to deal wi th a

of Court Act and 5.228,

that even hearing

far as the objection

another.

of the public

in its proceedings

This

of

to the Court

and members

to deal with

is not permissible.

or on the part

is irrelevant

cases of contempt

Code). What

giving

which

it is armed with powers

of the Contempt

Armed with

It is quite possible

to be disrespectful

or, to say in th~ Court

strong

for

and Imam Ibne Jarir while

to venture

this purpose

ground

to

neces sary. As:

to one another

a woman

is

appears

Even those ~vho believe

..,.26 .....

in the

covering of the face of the woman by veil or in any
other manner consider this to be justified. Maulana
Maudoodi discusses this point; in his book

"Pardah"

"But sOOEtimesme has to have a JJookat the other
woman, e.g. a female patient who maybe under
the treatment of a doctor, or a woman who has
to appear before a judge as a witJJlessor as
a party. Then one may have to help a woman
who is left in a burning place, or a woman
who is drowning in water, or a woman whose
life or honour is in danger. In such cases,
even the shameful parts can be seen if required,
and the body can also be touched. So much so
that it is not only lawful but obligatory
to rescue a drowning or a burning woman even
by carrying her in one's lap. The Law-giver
commands that as far possib Ie one should keep
one's intention pure at such an occasion. But
if in spite of that one's emotions are a little
excited naturally, it is not sinful. For one's
looking at the other woman and having contact
with her body was not intentional, but was
necessitated by circumstances, and it is not
possible for a man to suppress his natural
urges completely.
Likewise, it is not only lawful to have a
look at a woman before marriage but this has
been enjoined by the Shariah. The Holy Prophet
himself had a look at a woman for this purpose."

"If one considers these exceptions carefully,
one will find that the Law-giver does not
mean to prohibit at all having a look at
the other women, but his real object is to
prevent the incidence of evil results. That
is why he has prohibited only that casting
of the eyes which is not necessary, which
does not serve any social purpose, but is
charged with sexual motives instead."
63.

The intention of prohibiting the wives of the

holy Prophet from being soft in their speech towards
men was that they may not entertain any false hope.

Hadith of Buraida referred to above, that possibility
cannot even be imagined. The utmost that can be done

which may conceal the dress and womanly adornments.
64.

Another Hadith on which generally reliance

C,.;J, ~'

was placed for this objection is 'tf)I-,/~\~W\s
e. g. women are deficient in intelli~nce & religion (M.1slim)
It is said that the holy Prophet explained that the

the evidence of two women requires support from the
(religicn)
evidence of men and the defect in Dinlis that soemtimes
they do not have to offer prayer or to keep fasts.
65.

In Islami Qanoon-e-Shahadat,

at P.339,

Abdul Malik Arfani translated it. The holy Prophet

Vol.V, P.299, Kitabush Shahadat. Ibne Hazam in his
book

"

~~'<.:t ~

W ,"

~~rJ

Pp. 22~-224, said that the
J..-.
equal to half

against her
. /(j'

\

judgeship. Ab dul Hamid Matwali in hils book " f"JIllJf"WV-'~"
(mubadi e nizamul h\itkamfil Islam)
iP.867
has tried to prove that this isolated Hadith
(Hadith A'had) is not acceptable as correct.
67.

There are a number of precedents in which

Salma. On the occasion of Treaty of Hudaibia the companions
were not willinp, to sacrifice animals at that place and

waist for Haj) which they were wearing for the purpose
of Umra. Hazrat Umme Salma advised the holy Prophet to
take precedence in sacrifice and opening of Ehram. It
is established that all the companions then followed
the holy Prophet. Similarly there are cases in which

in Fiqhul Quran, Vol. III, Pp,280-28l that if there had
been a defect in their intelligence they would not have

would have given opinion in favour of their appoincment
as judges.
68.

It may be stated that the person who first

accepted Islam was a woman i.e. Hazrat Khadija. There
are a number of ladies who either reported Ahadith from

learned in hadith. In any case there appears to be weight
in the opinion of Ibne Hazam that the words " ~,o~\.;
(deficient in intelligence)
{was said atmost in relations to evidence and not to any

support is sought for
words"

this juristic view from the

PJ..J-I- (fJ;,/,~I';

"

(and call to witness

two just men from amongst YOu~ (Q.65:2)in Chapter 'The
Divorce' and the words

"

~~/,~

V ...
·"
(call

to witness against them four from amongst you) (Q.4:1S)
,,/

in Chapter entitled 'The 1..Jomen'.
But the word " ~

"

cannot necessarily be said to be confined in its scope

"

account of habit or taghlib so as to include the
,/

faminine, the word

" ~"

is susceptible of being

interpreted as inclusive of men as well as women. In

by hitting her head with two stones from either side.
She was taken to the holy Prophet. The names of different

Jew (only one version in Muslim). The other case which
is more to the point is of a lady who was raped by an

of persons collected there and caught a person who was
identified by her. He was caught and taken to the holy

had saved the life of an innocent person by confessing
the truth but according to the report in Trimizi he

was stoned to death. Imam Ibne Qayam placed reliance
upon the vers ion in Abu Daud.

(Akhbar ul ~uzzat)
" \W!"'~I ''1 by

decided a dispute on the basis of evidence of a solitary
woman since both the parties agreed to rely upon it.
This precedent is, however, not on all fo~~~, it is
analogous to Section 20 of the Evidence Act which says

reference to a matter in dispute are admissions". Atmost
~
(Tahkeem)
we can call it a case of 11
11 1
which is a form of

r--

matter of Hadd and the case goes to another Qazi the
latter is bound to execute the order. (Ar Bahrul Raique
Fi Kannz ul Daqaique, Vol.7, Pp.S & 6, Fath ul~rqtleer,
Vol.6, P.391, Durrul Mokhtar, Vol.3, P.2S3, Hashiat ul
Tahtawi, Vol.3, P.2l3). In Bidaitul Mujtahid, Vol.2,

particularised by concensus in respect of headship of
the State. There are several opinions in Musannaf Abdul

bin Huj aira (See Atturuq-ul-Hukmia by Ibne Qayyam,
P.135). Also See Atturuq ul H~kmia by Imam Ibne Qayyam,
Pp.134-l36 in which similar opinions are collected. He

in matters of Hudood and Qisas.
74.

ttJ~

The opinion of Atta is that the eviden ceJ... is

admissible alongwith the evidence of men in all matters

alon~Nith men. He also stated that the evidence of women
alongwith a man is sufficient to prove a case of murder.

the effect of evidence. In Sura-e-Noor (Q.24:6)

the oath

has been given the status of evidence. By virtue of ver-

in lian being substitutes for evidence and admission
of woman being fully admissible in matters of Hudood and
Qisas and oaths being admissible in matters of lian,
there is no reason why the other kinds of evidence i.e.

equal to one man by the principle of inheritance. The

: ",rd\'"
e'l'

....

32 .....

rule (Encyclopaedia of Religion & Ethics, Vol.VII on
'Inheritance')The Quranic Legislation giving the daughter
half as much of the estate as went to a son was an

different type of properties were given to different
sons e.g. among the Naga tribes the house was inherit'ed

maintaining even her children. The husband is bound
to maintain her and her children however considerable

78.

There appears to be no reason to make the

admissibility or evidence a criterion for appointment

Jarir and supported by Ibne Hazam is preferable. The
functions of a Qazi and of a witness are quite different.
Anyone who has the necessary knowledge of law and
training in that field can act. It is worth mentioning

hand there is a rule that if a judgment is given by a
woman Qazi in matters of Hudood, it must be executed
and there is Ijma on this point (Fathul Qadeer, Vol.6,
P.39l). On the margin it is observed that defect in
intelligence does not affect her aptitudes in other
matters or as to deprive her absolutely of rights to
be appointed as a Judge. It is further observed that
.....

33 ....

of a woman. There may be woman having more intelligence
than man.
79.

There are certain Injunctions in the holy Qur~

which like the other Injunctions about good conduct,

to men and women. These Injunctions are regarding the
duty of all Muslims to be just and to do justice. Thus

"Lo! Allah commandeth you that
ye restore deposits to their
owners,and, if ye judge between
mankind, that ye judge justly."

"If thou judgest, judge between
them with equity"

"We verily sent Our messengers
with clear proofs,
that
mankind may remain steadfast
on justice."
or as Arberry says 'may uphold justice'. Pickthall
translates the words

"l.·~~cr\JlI~"

in this

verse as "so that mankind may observe the right
measure" but the trans lation does not correctly

used. Arbeny has correctly translated it as "So
that men (people) might uphold justice".

dp
80.

The words" (Adl) or

...
" J--'"

(Qist), no

are

doubt, [used in a much wider sense and each Mus lim
whether male or female is bound to be just and
equit abIe in his dealings with his spouse,parent s,
children, neighbourers, relatives, friends, fellow

deciding disputes between the parties or in deciding
criminal cases is only a part of Adl or Qist. The
first two verses Q.4:58 and Q.5:42 clearly envisage
the determination of disputes or litigation. There
is no distinction in this connection between man

of any prohibition in Quran or Radith about the judgeship
of a womanl~~:r~iction

limiti~g the function of deciding

disputes to men only, the generality of these verses

there appears to be no merit in the objection raised
by the petitioner against the appointment of women to

without exposing parts of her body which must be kept
concealed. It would be better if there be lady doctors
to attend to such patients. The job of a Gaenacologist
should be better left to a woman. The importance of

a list of the human rights as recognized by Islam. The
third right which deals with the equality before Law,
entitlement to equal opportunities and protection of the
Law also provides firstly that all persons shall be
entitled to equal wage for equal work and secondly that
no person shall be denied the opportunity to work or be

84.

Before finishing this it may be clarified that

we have not been able to find any justification for the

Qazi. In fact the opinion of Dr.Tanzilur Rehman in his
Book Islam Ka Nizam-e-Adalat, P.41 is also without any
condition since he agrees with the view of Imam Abu Hanifa.
85.

There is no merit in this petition which is

/t;al JV"'--4_~
CHIEF JUSTICE

~.
(fJr:J

~E
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